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About This Game

Follow the story of a little girl as she struggles to restore a sky broken by an evil monster in But to Paint a Universe! Play
through a diverse adventure, where the rules change in every level, or test your skills in the time attack mode competing against
yourself, or on the online boards for the highest score. Enjoy a wonderful aesthetic experience, and get lost in a beautiful and

atmospheric world.

20 unique levels in adventure mode

Online and offline scores

Gorgeous imagery and a professional soundtrack

Immersive game world, and challenging gameplay

An engaging storybook narrative
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Publisher:
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This puzzle game follows very simple rules. You have set orbs you have to manipulate certain colors into all at once, and while
this sounds easy enough, it can get complex. I have had to stop and think about what I'm doing more than once.

My only recommendation is to make the "rules" for each level a little more obvious. It wasn't very clear until I started to play the
second and third levels. That said, toward the bottom before each level, it inidicates how colors will be knocked out.
(Horizontally, vertically, diagonal, alternates, etc.) And on the actual puzzle screen, the bottom left is how many times you have
to get all those colors into the special orbs.

The art is soft and beautiful while the music leaves a calm feeling as you work toward success. This is a lovely game and I'd
definitely recommend it for a nice casual play.. It's fairly glitchy. The mouse cursor keeps disappearing.. (although choosing to
use the customer cursor helps, its not a fix) It skips here and there and overall is fairly unexciting. Disappointed. :\/. A very
quaint puzzle game, with a cute story and pleasing aesthetics.

The Puzzles are varied, with almost every stage changing up the rules for a fun and varied experience.
It's a short game however, so I suggest you buy it on sale, rather than paying the full price.
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